
You and Your Camera
Presented by Jim Lamb

of the Capital City Camera Club



Prelude
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! There is too much information to remember everything.
! Google/Wikipedia/Youtube or read about the tools and 

methods that may help solve your photographic problems.
! I will provide a handout covering much of today’s topics.

! Don’t just record scenes, create your images.
! Top level photographers know their tools well and set most 

of them manually. You need to move beyond Auto.
! Photographers know what they want; cameras do not.
! A local example is a former N&O chief photographer...
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Gene Furr
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Gene Furr



What determines exposure?

! 1) Aperture (Av) which is a variable lens opening.
! 2) Shutter Speed (Tv) which is the length of time the sensor is 

exposed.
! 3) ISO # which is a sensor (or film) sensitivity setting.

! The quantity of light defined by aperture & shutter speed is 
Exposure Value (Ev or EV).
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←Time→

←Area→
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Aperture

! A near-circular metal curtain in the lens barrel. (5-9 blades)
! Common full f-stops (expressed as fractions): 
        f/1.4, f/2, f/2.8, f/4, f/5.6, f/8, f/11, f/16, f/22, f/32.
! Each larger number in fraction cuts the light in half:

f/1.4 f/32=======================>

! Apertures affect Depth of Field (DoF)(i.e. focus).
! An f/2.8 or wider zoom lens is called a “fast” lens (faster speeds).
! A smaller aperture/larger number is called “stopping down.”

“f” is the optical focal length of a lens at its fixed or zoom setting. f/2 would be a width that is half of the length.
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Depth of field (focus)

! The distant area that will appear in good focus.
! The area is deeper with small apertures (e.g. f/16-f/22).
! The area is deeper at longer distances.
! The area appears deeper with wider angles (e.g. 24mm).
! Smaller sensors have more apparent depth of field at the same 

aperture and angle of view. APS-C: +1 stop, 4/3rds format: +2 stops.
! Focus about 1/3rd of the way into a good focus area.
! A longer focal length lens makes focusing easier.
! A wider aperture lens makes focusing easier (e.g. f/2.8).

! Both a brighter viewfinder, and a more defined DoF.
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Depth of field

f/2.8

f/16 ⅓
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Shutter speed

! Film cameras have rolling curtains to expose film.
! D-SLRs have a two sets of shutter blades.
! Common shutter speed stops:                                               

1sec, 1/2 sec, 1/4th, 1/8th, 1/15th, 1/30th, 1/60th, 1/125th, 1/250th, 
1/500th, 1/1000th, 1/2000th, etc.

! Each smaller fraction (larger #) cuts the light in half.
! It affects movement of the subject and the camera.
! An additional shutter control is “bulb,” which holds the shutter 

open while the shutter release is pressed.
! Too slow = not sharp.sharp

2  
1



Use shutter speeds to control movement

! Select faster shutter speeds to freeze moving subjects.
! People near by: 1/125th if moving, to 1/15th if not.
! Sports & action: 1/500th to 1/1000th.

! Select slower shutter speeds to blur moving subjects.
! Falling or moving water: 1/2 second, or longer.

! Zooming out a telephoto lens, and/or using a slow  shutter speed 
leads to camera shake and blurry images.

! Blurry or out-of-focus images are not fixable.
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ISO (formerly ASA)

! Film or sensor sensitivity to light.
! ISO 100, 200, 400, 800, & 1600 common.(+1,2,3,4 stops)
! Lower ISOs need more light, but finer images.
! Higher ISOs need less light, but grainer images.
! You, or your digital camera, can change ISO for every exposure. 

(Not with roll film cameras.)
! Shoot still-lifes & scenery at ISO 100 or 200 (default),                       

high magnifications & sports at ISO 400 or 800;                  
higher ISOs in dim light. (May get visual “noise.”)

International Standards Organization & American Standards Assn. (<1987)



Exposure Modes (besides Auto)

! P is for Program. You set the ISO. The camera sets the aperture 
and shutter speed. You can shift the programs.
! Use Ps to shift the shutter speeds based on the lens focal length 

and the Hand-Holding Rule (or, shift apertures).
! A (Av) is for Aperture Priority. You set the ISO and aperture. The 

camera sets the shutter speed.
! S (Tv) is for Shutter Speed Priority. You set the ISO and shutter 

speed. The camera sets the aperture.
! M is for Manual. You set the ISO, aperture, and shutter speed. 

Exposure compensation not applicable. (± display).
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Which way do I spin that dial?

! P is OK for just walking around, not knowing what you are going 
to encounter. Adjust the ISO with lighting.

! A is for when you want to control Depth of Field (DoF).
! S is for when you want to control camera/subject motion.
! M is for when you want to control both, or when you don’t have 

time to adjust for non-mid tone targets.
! Use the exposure rules. Check a gray card. Check mid tone 

objects. If not to your liking, adjust ISO.
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! With three exposure controls, which way do I go?
! To prioritize DoF, select “A” and large fractions (f/2.8) for shallow 

DoF, small fractions (f/16) for deep DoF.
! Sharpest apertures tend to be around f/5.6 to f/11.

! To prioritize motion, select “S” and large fractions or whole 
seconds (½ sec or 2 secs) for motion blur, small (1/1000th sec) for 
stop action.
! Camera shake may occur ≈ 1/15th sec, unless mirror lock-up.

! For maximum quality, select a low or default ISO (≈100).
! Visual noise increases with higher ISOs, somewhat fixable.

Compromising exposure settings
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Metering modes

! 1) Center-weighted.
! 2) Multi-segment (matrix).
! 3) Spot.
! Try metering on faded blue jeans, green 

grass, weathered asphalt, or middle-gray 
areas (i.e. mid-tones).

Focus points

Canon
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It’s a gray world

! Camera meters assume ≈13% of the light source is reflecting off 
the scene.

! Some colors reflect more or less than 13%.
! In-camera computers help, but they can be fooled.
! Only a few of the latest meters interpret color.
! Carry a gray card (or your hand) for incident-like metering.

What a camera 
meter reports:

18%
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How to use a gray card

! Gray cards are helpful to determine both                         
exposure and white (color) balance.

! Place in the same light as the subject and ≈6” away from lens.
! Angle the card half-way towards the light source (sun).
! Look at the cameras (3) exposure settings.
! Add ½ stop of exposure (18% to 13%).
! Set those in Manual, or use exposure lock (AE-L).
! Recompose the scene and release the shutter.
! Return to your previous exposure mode.
! No gray card…use your hand, then add ≈ a full stop.



The Histogram (it’s not a note from grandma)

! One of the best features of digital photography.
! A graph of different levels of light, from dark to light.
! You don’t want to have high levels at the very ends.

! Histograms are in cameras & photo editing software.
! To correct a graph that touches the left, EC to the right.
! Problems at both ends… prioritize the highlights (EC left).
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Shadows “clipped”



Histogram example

! This histogram came from a photo editing software.
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<Shadows            Highlights>

< Clipping warning



How to use a Histogram

! Your camera’s LCD display modes may have choices to show 
the histogram before or after the shot.
! It may show a composite RGB histogram, or all three, too.

! Don’t trust your naked LCD for proper exposure.
! Look for pixel counts climbing either wall (especially highlights). 

If one side “clipped,” push the pixels the other way. Clipping on 
the right...-EC to the left.

! If both sides are clipped...bracket exposures for post-production 
High Dynamic Range processing.
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Exposure Compensation (EC)

! Most cameras have an EC button [+/-].
! You can correct the meter by: 

! reducing light to the left [-], 
! increasing light to the right [+].

! Remember: “Scene bright, go right.”
• “The light left, go left.”

! Backlit window or sky, start with +1.5 to 2 stops➞.
! When done with the scene, zero out the EC.



Exposure Compensation example

! Meter sees the bright background.
! It thinks - bright day! reduce exposure.

! Problem: underexposed subject.
! Fix: Adjust EC right +1.5 stops.
! Release the shutter.
! Recheck the LCD & adjust, if necessary.
! Moving on: Zero out EC.
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Your camera’s photo file formats

! There are two common file formats to use to produce a photo.
! One takes all the data (called raw) and converts it into a file.
•Each manufacturer has its own recipe: .NEF, .CR2, .ARW, .DNG.
•Raw file formats are not compressed, no data is lost. Large files.
•These flat looking photos will need your processing (e.g. Lightroom).

! Very common -.JPEG (.JPG) Joint Photographic Experts Group.
•Auto processed. Compressed, losing data. Small files.
•Ready to go, especially for the web. May not need processing.

! The monitor (and Electronic Viewfinder-EVF) are JPEG displays.
! Beginners should start with JPEGs, advance to raw formats. 
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! DSLR/DSLM = Digital-Single Lens Reflex/Mirrorless.
! They come in small, medium, and large sensor formats:

! 35mm / APS-C, 6x4.5 / 6x6, / 6x7mm, and 4x5” / 8x10”.
! Small format is based on 35mm wide movie film.

! A legacy format called APS came in three widths: C/H/P.
• APS-C is 2/3rds the size of 35mm, but still 3:2 ratio. (Nikon’s DX format)

! We generally speak in 35mm terms for lens focal lengths.
• An APS-C lens that is 33mm would have the same view as a 35mm’s 50mm.
• To equate, multiply the APS-C focal length by a “crop factor” of 1.5 (or 1.6).
• An example of the crop factor use is the Hand Holding Rule.

Camera formats

Small Formats
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White balance

          Incorrect (shade under blue sky)         >         Correct(ed)
! A color cast produced by the light source(s).
! Besides Auto White Balance, your camera may have presets 

with icons: sun, shade, clouds, light bulb, fluorescent tube, etc.

! If white or gray is not in the scene, color may be off.

< White balance set to shadeDaylight white balance set >
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Do the digital two-step

! Digital cameras have a two-step shutter release.
! 1) Push half-way down until you feel a slight resistance; focus is 

locked-in from a central or selected point (unless a custom setting).
! 2) Press gently the rest of the way to lock-in exposure and take the 

photo (unless a custom setting).
! Don’t move the camera.
! Don’t punch the button, hold it down for a moment (if single shot).
! Cameras have a shutter lag, so anticipate movements/action.    

(More money buys reduced shutter lag.)

1...2
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Hand-holding a camera, or not
! Slow shutter speeds demand camera support or Image 

Stabilization or Vibration Reduction (IS or VR). 
! IS or VR shifts the sensor and/or lens elements to counteract 

shake; vertical & horizontal.
! Canon (IS) & Nikon (VR): in len$ in DSLRs, both in DSLMs.
! Olympus, Sony/Minolta, Pentax (IS): sensor based.

! Tripods are your best aid in low light.
! Supported cameras should have IS/VR-off, and a shutter 

release e-cable, or use the self-timer.
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Hand-holding Rule

! A able-bodied person should be able to eliminate the effects of 
camera movement by setting the shutter speed to one over the 
lens focal length, or faster.
! For example: lens set at 50mm focal length, set the shutter speed 

at 1/50th second, or faster.
! For smaller than full-frame lenses, apply the multiplier:             

APS-C 33mm=1/50th sec (33x1.5), APS-C 50mm=1/75th sec (50x1.5), 
4/3rds 25mm = 1/50th sec (25x2).

! With a IS/VR lens or sensor, you may go 3-4 stops slower. 
• (Normal perspective as slow as 1/8th second with luck.)
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Stay focused…
What happens on a half press?

! Focus point is locked.

?

1...
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Focusing modes

! Besides a central box to determine focus, cameras have several other 
choices. All points are movable with a control on the back.

! Pin-point in center for exact (static) selection.
! A point with surrounding points for movements may cause a miss.
! Larger boxes that limit where the auto-focusing looks for a target.
! A full sensor area that the camera’s computer looks for subjects.
! Options to look for animals or faces/eyes.
! Combinations that track a moving subject regardless of focus point.
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Recomposing

! If the scene reflects too much, or too little light: use EC.
! Place the subject (eye?) under the focus point, and press the 

shutter button half-way down. Get a confirmation (single shot).
! Then re-aim to relocate the subject in the frame.                         
! Gently press the shutter release fully.

! Some cameras have a handy button that allows exposure lock or 
focus lock (AE-L/AF-L or AF-ON) until shutter release.

Beep



Setting up your camera
! With a big memory card and charged battery installed, turn it on.
! Note the battery charge level. (May need to change Display).
! Format the memory card if two+ other copies made.
! Date and Time set (adjust twice a year, or traveling).
! Picture Size/Pixel Dimensions to highest value.
! Quality/JPEG Compression to lowest ratio/highest quality.
! Sensitivity/ISO to default (≈100) or Auto.
! White Balance on Auto White Balance (AWB).
! Metering Mode to Matrix/Evaluative/ESP (vs. spot or average).
! Autofocus Mode to center if recomposing (o/w multi target).
! Flash Mode to Off, unless you need it (      for eyes in low light). 32



Photographic situations - landscapes

! Mount camera on tripod or other support.
! Use a polarizer if the sun is over your shoulders.
! ISO at default (100 or 200). IS/VR-off.
! Aperture priority - ≈ f/11 for foreground and background.
! Shutter speed - n/a unless movements such as from winds.
! Single autofocus with single (or dynamic) point focus.                  

! Focus ≈ ⅓ the distance into an area to be in focus.
! Wide angle lens ≈24mm common, but any length to ≈400mm.
! Confirm level horizon and histogram not building on right end.
! Either release the shutter with remote, or timer/delay on press.
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Photographic situations - people/animals

! ISO at default (100 or 200).
! Aperture priority - wide to blur background.
! Shutter speed - check for movement capture          

(1/15th to 1/125th- for natural movements). IS-on.
! Single autofocus with single point focus.                  

(Face recognition feature if available.) 
! Telephoto lens ~85mm for people, 200mm+ for animals.
! Fill flash at -1 to -11/2 stops for shadows and catch light.
! Fill the frame, focus on the (nearest) eye, recompose, 

release shutter.
34



Photographic situations - sports/action

! ISO increased (400 or 800).
! Shutter priority - fast to freeze the body                   

(1/500th-1/1000th). (If close and side-to-side, go faster.)
! Aperture - check for limited DoF (f/4.0-f/5.6).
! Continuous autofocus-multi point, or manual focus.
! Sequential shooting (5FPS). IS-off, if faster than 1/250th.
! Telephoto lens setting - court:100mm, field:200-300mm+.
! Press halfway to lock focus on the head/body, track, when the 

moment approaches, release shutter for several shots, follow 
through with your motion.
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Photographic situations - panning

! ISO at default (100 or 200).
! Shutter priority/manual to blur surroundings.                             

(1/8th to 1/125th). (Cycling at 1/15th to 1/30th.)
! Aperture - check for limited DoF (f/2.8-f/5.6).
! Continuous autofocus-multi point, or manual focus.
! Sequential shooting mode (5FPS). Horizontal IS-off.
! If close, wide angle lens; if distant, telephoto to fill frame.
! Make a steady stance pointing at expected release point, wind 

back to approaching subject. Press to lock focus, track, release 
shutter for several shots, follow through.
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Photographic situations-nearby subjects

! Sturdy tripod (cable release or timer).
! ISO default (100 or 200). IS-off (supported).
! Aperture priority or manual - f/2.8-5.6. 
! Shutter speed - check for movements.
! Manual or single autofocus with single-point focus.
! Single exposure shooting mode (unless bracketing).
! Wide angle to short telephoto focal length.
! If sun ≈90° to lens barrel, use a polarizer.
! Lock focus on the prominent feature, or 1/3rd into subject.
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“Plamp”



Photographic situations-low light

! Sturdy tripod (cable release or timer). IS-off.
! ISO default (100 or 200) if no movements.

! ISO high (800 or 1600+?) if movements to control.
• Use the Noise Filter-High option with high ISOs.

! If a long exposure, use Noise Reduction-On/Auto.
! Anticipate double the exposure time to process files. 

! Aperture priority or manual-wide aperture (f/2.8 to f/8). 
! If shutter speeds are ~1/8th to 1/30th second, use Mirror Lockup, 

or Liveview features. Wait at least 3 seconds.
! Manual focus at 1/3rd into the scene may be necessary.
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Flash

! My built-in flash, at full power may reach about 40 feet.
! My large clip-on flash may reach 160 feet.
! The mount for a clip-on flash is called a hot shoe.
! Proper flash exposure is at one distance, i.e. no depth.
! Flash white balance is mid-day sunny. (Does not match home lighting.)
! Learn how to frequently change the flash settings. 
! Full power flash recycling takes several seconds.

! Faster recycling occurs with rechargeable Ni-Mh batteries 
(1800+mAh).
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Using flash

! Clip-on flashes generally can tilt and swivel.
! Dedicated flashes adjust for focal length, ~24 to 85mm.
! Flash exposure is fast: ~1/50,000th to 1/1,000th second.
! The camera shutter needs 1/60th to 1/500th second or slower to 

“sync” with the flash. (Check your manual.)
! In S & M exposure modes, set sync speed (e.g. 1/250th), or slower. 

! Flashes can be extended away from the camera using a flash 
cord, or wireless methods.
! The non-hot shoe way to connect is the PC terminal.
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Red eye no-problem

! Preferably, strong light (flash) should enter at an angle from their 
line of sight. (Flash away from lens.)

! If the subject is exposed to a bright light (pre-flash) the iris should 
close down some, reducing the risk of red eye. 

! Use Red Eye Reduction (       icon) for portraits in dim lighting 
conditions. Tell subject(s) about multiple flashes.
! Otherwise, have your portrait subject look at your shoulder.

! Take insurance shots as soon as the flash recycles.
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Flash modes

! TTL Auto uses a pre-flash, then a camera sensor to read light 
before exposure. The most common mode.
! Requires a dedicated hot shoe flash for the camera brand.

! Auto uses the aperture and a sensor on the flash.
! Use when you don’t have a dedicated hot shoe flash.

! FP-TTL Auto allows faster than sync speed exposures so that a 
day scene can be properly exposed for ambient light & a subject 
can be enhanced by (fill) flash.

! Manual requires you set the power.
42

Fill flashThrough-The-Lens (light metering), Focal Plane (aka High Speed Sync)



Summary

! Set your camera for best quality: high pixel dimensions, low 
JPEG compression, Adobe RGB if printing, sRGB if web use.

! Control movements with shutter speeds. Use Hand-Hold Rule.
! Control Depth of Field with apertures. Focus on eyes, or ⅓ out.
! Control light with ISOs. Stay low or use Auto ISO.
! Half press, locking focus, recompose, full press locking exposure.
! Check the back LCD for histogram, white balance, composition.
! Keep making it what you wanted. Try different perspectives.
! If the subject is sharp, in focus, and the exposure is close, it may 

be a keeper. Battery power is cheap, keep shooting!
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The End for now
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! Only one million two hundred and fifty one more things to learn.


